General Description

This position is for a web developer at Hardin Design & Development. Responsibilities include web application design and development, daily interaction with clients, and application architecture design and implementation.

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities

Minimum Qualifications:

The ability to run and maintain a LAMP environment and develop websites using HTML 5. Working knowledge of CSS3, jQuery, PHP, Javascript, and bootstrap or other front end frameworks. The ability to complete projects in an accurate and timely manner and maintain effective working relationships with co-workers and clients.

Additional Qualifications:

Additional consideration with be given to candidates with experience in design, browser compatibility, Flash, Flex or AJAX, and those who have an outstanding online portfolio.

Training and Experience:

A college degree in computer science or related field is preferred, but not required. Other combinations of training and/or experience which can be demonstrated to result in possession of the knowledge, skills and abilities that are needed to perform the tasks of this position will also be considered.

Benefits:

As a full-time (40 hr/wk) position, health benefits and a retirement package are included along with the ability of career advancement within the company. Winners of Madison Magazine’s Best Places to Work Award for 2014, we also offer an easy-going work atmosphere with a casual dress code, game room, and a great view of Lake Mendota.

About Us

At Hardin Design & Development we are passionate about creating awesome software, web applications and mobile for our customers. We work with everyone, from startups to the Fortune 500 companies, and take the same degree of pride in our work no matter the client. Our designers create elegant, easy to use interfaces and our developers bring cutting edge expertise to our projects, with an eye for quality, security and bug-free code.

We'd love for you to check out some of our favorite projects featured in our portfolio and read about how we've helped our clients accomplish their technology goals. Visit our website, check us out on Facebook and Twitter @HardinDD and apply to join the Hardin Team today!